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CUSTOMIZED
GRAPHICS

OUR PHILOSOPHY
AND OUR VISION

Great care, fine papers, calligraphy and high quality details.
Grafica Matrimoni is an all-female reality where to find
refined corporate projects, coordinated graphics handmade 
with luxury details.

An aspect that we take into consideration when we develop
the stationery of your event is the nature and environmental impact.
Many of our papers have been chosen because they are highly 
sustainable. They use at least 40% post-consumer cellulose
are  FSC™ certified.

Choosing one of our coordinates means helping us
to plant new trees through the Treedom platform.

Would you like to know more?
Visit the site and discover our forest.
graficamatrimoni.it
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BRAND AND VISUAL IDENTITY

STATIONERY DESIGN FOR EVENTS

CALLIGRAPHY

OUR SERVICES

Visual consulting, logo design, brand identity,
brochures and catalogs for wedding professionals
and small businesses.

Design and construction of wedding stationery:
invitations, menu, ceremony booklets, tableau de mariage
and so on.

We can layout the graphic for you and provide to
realize the digital file ready for printing.

Calligraphy as an additional detail to enhance your graphic coordinates 
making them unique and precious.

Would you like to know more?
Visit our Instagram and Facebook profile.
@graficamatrimoni
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WEDDING
INVITATION SET

SAVE THE DATE

Save the date for the wedding announce
to your guests on their wedding day, an important date
for which you are pleased to be present.

WEDDING ANNOUNCEMENTS

Invitations are the business card of your wedding.
They must represent what you want to communicate for that day.
The wedding announcements indicate the date and place 
of the ceremony, not the party.

WEDDING INVITATIONS

Wedding invitations are added to the wedding annuncement.
They are smaller and invite those who receive it to participate 
at the wedding party.

RSVP

Repondez S’il Vous Plaît (answer please),
is inserted as an abbreviation directly in the invitation 
or in a dedicated card created with a date and a telephone numbers
or email addresses for responde.
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WEDDING PROGRAMS

Cards with the wedding program are a nice way
to present the timing of your day. Useful if you have services
such as photo-booths, entertainment and shows with set times.

MENU FOR WEDDING

An important element to complete in a coordinated way
your table setting is the menu for wedding. We can define the format together.
Round, rectangular, with rounded corners.

PLACE CARD AND ESCORD CARD

Place card and escord card are a guide for guests to find
their place. Often confused with each other, they have different purposes.
The escort cards indicate the number of the table where a guest will be seated.
They are usually placed on a dedicated table. 
The place card s are place at the table and are positioned near the menu.

TABLE CHART FOR THE TABLE

Table chart help guests find theirs table and are the perfect companion
for escord cards  and wedding place cards.

DAY OF 
WEDDING STATIONERY
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You will have:

3 printing techniques (digital, letterpress, serigraphic)
The prices indicated in the offer correspond to works carried
out only with digital printing. Other printing techniques 
(letterpress and screen printing) can be estimated 
on request based on the type, to the minimum quantities 
and the desired finish.

12 types to papers
You can choose to combine them as you prefer
for each card of the wedding stationery.

2 types of envelopes
You can choose between the handcrafted model of envelpes
with diamond  tip or the basic model (on request we can study other for-
mats or guide you in purchasing other products).

Different details for your unique stationery
Ribbons, sealing wax closures, calligraphy, gold leaf
and many other extras to make it unique and customizable
your suite.

GUIDELINE FOR
CUSTUMISATION
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Our semi-custom collections have been created following
your requests. They have a cost and processing time
more content than a personalized wedding stationery.
They are the ideal tool for us during meetings.

The 6 semi-personalized collections in the catalogue
have been selected to suit different wedding styles.
By choosing a proposal of this type, the result will still be unique,
because you will have the option to customize each collection
combining and choosing the following elements:
printing technique, paper type, print color, 
envelope type / color, any accessories, texts.

In addition, some collections include variations of illustrations
and alternative typographic solutions.

OUR COLLECTIONS
SEMI-CUSTUMIZED
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Every year we created the unique graphics for wedding.

It begins with an exchange of visual suggestions and ideas
to arrive at a realistic draft of the complete stationery.
Once the moodboard and the elements that compose
 it have been approved your coordinated starts with the design.

The level of our care for our customers allows us to achieve
a limited number of projects. The starting investment
for the creation of a personalized stationery is more important
but the result will be perfect and unique.

We accept bookings starting from 9 months before the wedding.

We offer you this solution if you are looking for a new graphic,
where we would go to match different cards and create a coordinated
tailored to your wedding.

PERSONALISED 
WEDDING STATIONERY
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OUR COLLECTIONS
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collection

CATALOGUE ELEMENTS

BOTANIC
Elegant botanical flowers and leaves 

with thin lines.

The illustration is the elements 
that make up the stationery for the wedding.

Choose your design.

mod. Violetta mod. Margherita mod. Anemone mod. Foglia
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collection
YOUR STORY

Its peculiarity is the design handmade
that decorates the suite.

An illustration to
your special place, or the location of your event.
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collection
ROMANTIC

A flowery composition frames
for an elegance and romantic wedding.

You can change the colour of papers
and to stamp for a unique 

graphic design.
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collection
ESSENTIAL

For lovers of simplicity.
Essential collection

presents a balanced alternation
between typefaces and calligraphy.

The perfect suite to combine and experiment
cards and envelopes of different colors.

mod. Boheme mod. Amalfi mod. Cathiy 

CHOOSE YOUR TYPOGRAPHY STYLES
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collection
VINTAGE

A set with a retro and bold flavor
that gives character and color to yours

coordinated wedding.
You can choose from several illustrations

to which you can combine envelopes of different colors.

mod. Non ti scordar di me

mod. Fiori d’arancio

mod. Cochoa viridis

mod. Ranuncoli

mod. Anemoni

mod. Magnolia
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collection
SECRET GARDEN

A collection characterized by decorations
pastel colored flowers.

Ideal for romantic looking couples
color and elegance in realistic illustrations

in pastel and watercolor.
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CHOOSE YOUR ENVELOPES,
PAPERS AND FINISHES

A clasic and artisanal envelopes 12x17 cm. If you want a customized format
we create a new product.

A simple solution if you have one card and if you love a modern design.

DIAMOND ENVELOPES

BASIC ENVELOPES
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ACQUA
(art. C07)

AVORIO
(art. C01)

VERGATO
(art. C29)

GRIGIO
(art. C88)

MAIS
(art. C67)

UVA
(art. C54)

MANDORLA
(art. C02)

LILLA
(art. C91)

SALVIA
(art. C08)

KIWI
(art. C22)

TERRA
(art. C13)

NOCE
(art. C63)

Our selection of the best ecological and handcrafted papers
to create a wedding stationery in harmony with the environment.

ARTISANAL PAPAER
ECO-FRIENDLY
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CIELO
(art. C47)

LAVANDA
(art. C18)

NOTTE
(art. C79)

LIGHT GREEN
(art. C70)

MAIS
(art. C67)

UVA
(art. C54)

MANDORLA
(art. C02)

PINK
(art. C69)

SALVIA
(art. C08)

KIWI
(art. C22)

OLIVA
(art. C23)

CANYON
(art. C68)

Our selection of the best ecological papers to make
the envelopes that will create your wedding stationery.

OUR SELECTIONS
FOR YOUR ENVELOPES
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The adhesive wax seals are handmade one by one.
Each seal has an adhesive stamp that will allow you to open
and close the envelope without damaging it. 
The seals are made with Ø 2.5 cm stamp available in 8 types.

Do you want to have your own personalized seal? It’s possible!
The initials of your name, a particular design or a phrase?
We will create an ad hoc brass stamp for you that will be delivered to you.

Standard wax seal

We can customised the colour.

WAX SEAL

NEUTRO

GINGKO ROSMARINO

CORONA FIORE

FOGLIA

LOVE

ULIVO
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Silk, cotton or jute are the alternative accessories to sealing wax
that will allow you to close and embellish the wedding stationery.
Also useful for holding the cards together inside the envelope or
 to embellish the ceremony booklets, menus and place cards.

You can also combine them with wax seals to get a super luxurious set.

Hand-cut chiffon ribbons available in the catalog.
All the extra colors will be researched for you
and listed separately.

We can search for different colour if you want.

RIBBONS
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OUR
BOOK

In the following pages you will find some of the works carried 
out over the years. Unique projects developed together with the many 
couples that every year they rely on this brand and our experience.
Examples of invitation, table plan, menu and everything you need to 
make your event unique.

Other information:
@graficamatrimoni          |          graficamatrimoni.it
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Thank you!


